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FOREWORD 

Ihl« vms written as an (extended) abstract of a talk given at 

the Deconber i960 meetings of the American Economic Association, originally 

•»titled "Interrelationship of Strategic Objectives," but delivered under 

the title of "Vhe Crude Analysis of Strsteglc Choices.N   It is based en- 

tirely on Lseture III, "Analysis of Conflict,'' from my lovell Lectures on 

"The Art of Coercion," given  in Boston in March,  1959■ 

Z plan to publish in this form a much  longer treatment of this sub- 

Jeot,  Including specific examples illustrating the analysis and applica- 

tion« to a variety of topics.  Including problens of stability. Type 11 

deterrence, and nuclear blackmail. 

V v   — 
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Many of the significant InpUeatlons for U.S. mllltaxy objectives 

of specific mllltaxy choices—such as the Introduction of a new weapons 

system, a change In basing or deployment, new operational procedures or 

protective measures—depend upon their Impact on the limited set of U.S. 

and Soviet "decision elements" shown In the following diagram: 

u.a 
Soviet Union 

Wait                                        Strike  (p) 

WA1t  j                        ull'vll 

U21'V12 

11         -V 

Strike (q)  

U12'V21 

Wc shall not try to define s "^ame" eorresponding bo this schema, though 

the format might suggest that interpretation; rather, it depicts some 

major, interrelate«! Clements in two concurrent 0.8. and Soviet "decision 

prob lerne":  wtiether or not. to launch an all-out nuclear attack upon the 

opponent.  "Strike" denotes such an attack; the "Wait" strategy may be 

interpreted either as a "representative" or as a "best" alternative to 

Strike. The inclusion of a U.S. Strike strategy does not imply active 

consideration of auch an alternative at any given moment} as a possibility, 

it is relevant particularly to Soviet calculations, for reasons indicated 

below. 

The u's and v's are, respectively, U.S» and Soviet "von «euaana- 

'i 
K./ 
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Morgeostexn utilities'* for certain (highly aggregated) conaeciuences of 

their actions; "p" and HqLw are, respectively, the U.S. and Soviet .b- 

jectlve probabilities (expectations, estimates of likelihood) that a 

choice of Walt will encounter an opponent's choice of Strike during a 

certain time period. Though ell of these are "subjective" variables, 

they clearly depend upon estimates of objective outcomes under specified 

circumstances, based upon some form of explicit or tacit "systems analysis." 

For purposes of this discussion, the v's may be regarded as U.S. estimates 

of Soviet utilities, estimates which are not held with perfect confidence. 

Up, and Vg, are thus, respectively, U.S. and Soviet utility payoffs 

for "strike first" outcomes: the consequences of a surprise nuclear 

attack upon the opponent. U.? and v-p are "strike second" payoffs, re- 

flecting the consequences of being struck first by the opponent.  U11 and 

v., are "no all-out war" payoffs, corresponding to situations in which 
p 

neither opponent chooses Strike. 

The precise effects of a change in military "posture," hardware, 

policy or plans upon these eight variables (including £ and 3) are, of 

course, hard to determine, uncertain, and subject to controversy; never- 

theless, rough estimates are often made, and these are, in fact, the basis 

I  ' 

I.e., they indicate not merely order of preference emong these out- 
comes but the decision-maker's preferences among "gambles": strategies 
which offer a set of possible outcomes with given subjective probabilities. 
It is assumed here that utility numbers can be assigned to outcomes so that 
the decision-maker's actual choices among strategies can be described as 
maximizing the "mathematical expectation of utility," the average of these 
utilities weighted by their respective subjective probabilities, 

TSie utility subscripts have been chosen to chow corresponding ele- 
ments in the concurrent, related but separate U.S. and Soviet decisloa 
problems; If a "game" fomrulatlen ve.e beln^ lolloved, the subscripts for 
the v* 0 rould be transposed. 
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* tor most policy reeoanendatlons as to choices enong mllitar} altämatlTes. 

Indeed« many such recommendations reflect estimates of effects on^y upon 

some subset (e.g., one) of these eight factors. The above schema has the 

advantage of directing attention at least to these eight, gross conoeqtiences 

of a military change. K typical, major military innovation will affect all 

of these variables, and In what may be opposing directions for a given or 

for different military objectives. Within a given set of strategic policy 

alternatives, "conflicts** may be inescapable) an improvement in terms of 

one dimension of choice (one military sub-goal) may be unavoidably 

associated with losses with respect to another. Analyses «hieb Ignore 

several of these dimensions are thus likely to be Inadequate.  Isolated 

sub-optimizing processes which overlook "conflicts" and "spill-over effects" 

among related sub-goals may end by lowering overall military security rather 

than raising it. 

While the above highly simplified and abstract eohema can by no 

means be regarded as an adequate model for the comparison of U.S. mllltazy 

alternatives, it may represent a minimum frsmework which is an advance 

over that implicit in much current discussion. Assuming that It is possible 

to estimate the gross effects of » major military innovation (e.g., an 

airborne alert, the introduction of iRBM's In Europe, s fallout shelter 

program) upon the factors in this schema,  the Question arises: what 

effects, or ocaplexes of effects, are "good"? For practical purposes the 

overall goal of enhancing military security—reducing the likelihood of 

major losses from the threat or use of enemy military force—must be broken 

^However these eatlmates are derived, and whether or not the/ are 
"rellabla,** the schema can b« helpful la deriving their policy iaplieatlons. 
In orlar to test the "conaistcney" oi" given policy recotaaencLätiona with 
corrsspondlng estimates sad objuctlves. 
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I t doiea Into nllltory aub~0Mls, a lie* of specified strategic öbjeotlvos. 

Bcaa of those correspond directly to elements In our schesuu Thuo, it is 

a major U.S. objective to lover yt    roughly, to "iiqawre the reliability 

of deterrence.tt Likewise, there Is the goal of ralflins tUgl  Improving 

the strike«second outcome If deterz>ence should fall. Possible conflicts 

betveen these two eub-goale are well known. However, by guarenteeing 

retaliation (lowering v-,  it may be possible to lower £ greatly, more 

than ocmpensatlng for the lower u  which is assoclsted with the low v . 

But what Is the effect upon £ of Improving u   by planning oounterforoe 

tactics, or introducing civil defense? To answer this sort of question we 

must look at the Impact not only upon u^ but upon all the elements In 

this fremoverk, for j> depends upon the whole conflgurstton of factors in 

rather a ocntplex way. 

To the extent «hat a soviet Strike represents a deliberate decision. 

It must reflect the fact that In Soviet calculations of payoffs end like- 

lihoods at «cms nxctnervt Strike appeared preferable to Its best alternative. 

Th© goal of the u.a. ^deterrence" policy la to ensure that this never 

arises: that at all times Strike appears inferior In Soviet calculations 

to some al-censative ("Walt"),  in our schema this condition appears 

equlvalently ast 

(1) Y(Walt) > v(Strike), where v is the Soviet utility function» or 

(2) (:Uq)vu-«i« v^g -v^ > 0| or 

*   # <3)  (▼u-W •q{TirTiaJ > 0' 
Sven thouch u. 3. eatlmates may indicate that this condition holds 

* «fe a givea oaafist« £ swy not Tae Oj same U.S. unoertolsty (£ > 0) moy 

• 

•    « 
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r-     * rcaoixif    reflectlxxg: 

| (a) the possibility that U.S. estimates are critically mlötakenj 

r (b) the possibility that factors affecting Soviet calculations 

msy chaaf^e critically vlthla the relevant perlodj 

(c) the possibility that Soviet behavior may be non-calculated. 

Impulsive or erratic^ Imperfectly coordinated, or subject to "unauthorized 

actions" by subordinates. 

Each of these likelihoods is lilcely to be analler, the larger the 

Interval, V(Wait) -V(Strllce).  Other things being equal, the "vorse" 

Strike appears relative to its best alternative, then the more likely 

that the Soviets are "deterred,* the more likely that they will stay 

deterred a» payoffs undergo exogenous shifts, and the more care that 

* Soviet declnion-maker« ulll take to avoid accidents, false alarms, hasty 

decisions, tmsuthorlssed actions» or uncoordinated^ unmonltored policies. 

Tbo  size of this Interval, then, provides a eub-crlterion araong military 

choices on the path towards lover £.  It is, in effect, en index of the 

sensitivity of the Soviet decision to "counter-deterrent" shifts in pay- 

offs (if 4 Is given), such as: (a) a drop in the "no all-out war" out- 

come v  (due to Soviet losses or expectation of losses in a limited war, 

shifts In prestige, Inflnenee or alliances, "cold war' failures, domestic 

aet-backs or uprisings, political rivalries with third parties)} (b) a 

drop In the Soviet "strike second" outcome v.. (due to increased U.S. 

force size or ability to exploit weaknesses in Soviet warning syotems or 

E 
A unit interval having been establlahed by the arbitrary assign- 

ment, say, of values 0 and 100 to two specified outcomes. 
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defeoMs, or prospect of U.S. "annthilatloo tacüe«" in a U.S. first 

^trlko); a rise In the 6ovl«t "strike first" outcome v^. (a reduction in 

U«8. "strike secor. " or retaliatory capability, due to ehsnges either in 

U.S. or In Soviet posture procedures, tactics). The larger the Interval, 

V(Valt)-V(Strike), the larger (in utility terms) the payoff ''dlsturhanees'' 

required to nake Strike appear preferable to Walt. This might be 

regarded as one index of the "reliability of deterrence." 

Another important index of this reliability Is the sensitivity of 

the Soviet decision to shifts In £, the Soviet expectation of a U.S. 

first strike. 

To understand vhy £ Is relevant at all to the Soviet choice, let 

us recall the earlier condition of deterrence: 

V(Walt)-V(Strike) . (v^-v^) • «tf^-v^) > 0 

Since typically * ji > v to»  i* follows that « neceegary condition for 

deterrence Is: 

CVll'V21^ > O, or ^u > ^gj- 

Zt cannot be taken for granted that this condition will hold; It does not 

follow automatically from the existence on both sides of nuclear weapons.' 

But In any case, this condition Is not euffielent. Perhaps the most 

slgnfleant aspect of the current strategic balance is that, under typical 

conditions of technology and posture: 

*AB Albert Vohlstetter has pointed out, U.S. retaliatory power could 
be so vulnerable to a Soviet "no warning" attack es to promise less 
destruction then the Russians have suilered historically, whereas the 
"no war* outcome could, under abnormal conditions, appear very bad Indeed. 
fTha Delicate Balance of Terror," Foreign Affairs, Vol. 37, No. 2, 
Janunxy 1959, p. 222.) 

ttany of the Implications of this relationship between the "strike 
drat" and "strike second" outcomes are exposed In Wohls Getter's brilliant 
»nd «Ättoxi^ataLve art^Lela, Cp. alt. In part, the present approach is an 
«ttempt to formalize some of the propositions in Vohlstetter's dlscuaslon. 
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It rollowe that deterrence can fall t(v;n",v2j)"^vll"vl2^ < 0J' evcn 

though (vvi"v2i^ i8 Positive and large: If q, the Soviet expectatlou of 

a U.S. Strike, Is sufficiently great. 

An Important question Is: Bow high would q have to be to oalce 

Strike appear preferable to the Soviets? A threshold value X$  below 

which the Soviets would be deterred and above which they would prefer 

Strike, Is given by: 

VL1'V12 

Ve will refer to q, that probability of a U.S. Strike which would, with 

given Soviet payoffs, make the Soviets Indifferent between Strike and 

Walt, as the "critical risk** of a U.S. Strike. This threshold expects* 

tlon, defined as a function of Soviet payoffs, seems a highly significant 

property of the payoff structure. Among the most important consequences 

of military choices is their Impact upon this parameter, which serves as 

an index of the sensitivity of the Soviet decision to their expectation 

of being struck. 

Extreme vulnerability of the U.S. retaliatory force csa imply a low 

Soviet critical risk. It leads to an extreme advantage of the strike 

first" over the "strike second" outcome, with (^ 1 -^^ mob greater 

than (vii-Voi)* Wlth the resulting low %  the Soviet« would find Strike 

preferable If they attached even moderate likelihood to • future U.S. 

Strike. This Is clearly an undesirable state of affairs} a Soviet 

Strike could appear a rational response even to highly anbiguou» indi- 

cations of a U.S. attack, of the sort generated periodically by any 

warning system. Under the general objeetiv« of irproving the "reliability 
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of dftterreaeeM It »eens desirabl« to reduce the sensitivity of the Soviet 

decision to fluctuations In cy thus. It hecomes a aub-goal to Increase the 

critical risk of «f- 

The principal method of achieving high qf — Implying that the Soviets 

will not prefer Strike to Walt unless they are very sure of a U.S. Strike — 

Is to reduce the vulnerability of the U.S. retaliatory force by measures 

which do not Improve markedly the U.S. "strike first" capability: e.g., 

the replacing of highly vulnerable weapons by Polaris submarines, airborne 

alert« hardened or land mobile missiles. As v  Is lowered relative to 

v   a situation is approached In which the Soviets would prefer Walt even 

if they were certain that the United States would attack («T ° 1, correspond- 

ingtov^ - v12).
7 

A further sUb-goal, towards improving the reliability of deterrence 

and lowering £, is to lower Q,  the Soviet expectation of a U.S. Strike. 

Most military choices operate directly upon payoffst U.S. and Soviet, with 

indirect effects on expectations. Changes in U.S. payoffs will influence 

£ by affecting the Soviet image of the U.S. rational Incentives to Strike. 

Just as £ corresponds to the U.S. estimate of the reliability of U.S. 

deterrence, £ is essentially the Soviet estimate of the reliability of 

Soviet deterrence. To lower £, then. Is to Increase, In Soviet eyes. 

'Conceivably, th_a result might be nailed home by making vr  appear 

vorse than v j suppose that the Soviets were led to fear U.S. "annihilation 

taetlcBn with a lafge retaliatory force In case of a Soviet first strike, 
\. but were also made aware that the United States was preparing for a strictly 
& countexmllltary cssipalga, avoiding cities end atalri at quick cecsatloa. It 
1  «        var should arise under eny other clroumstcrkoes. See Eezxaan Kahn, On 

rflxT JOTMSI^T War (Princeton, 19&*), pp. l62-lC9» 
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-rtdlcea of the reliability of Soviet deterrence which are analogous to 

Indices of U.S. deterrence:    to increase lT(Vait)-U(fitrike) in U.S. calcu« 

lations; to increase p - "ll^gl , the U.S. "critical   risk"; to lower £.8 

«ii-'-ia 
This adds two new criteria of choice (lowering £ being already included) 

to our list of military sub-goals. 

Baviag presented sons apparatus of analysis at this length, there is 

little space in which to apply it here. Let us consider one exsaple, by 

now rather familiar. Suppose that, as is frequently done, lowering the 

Soviet "strike first" outcome v^. were taken as the only significant sub- 

goal under the objective of Improving the reliability of deterrence; and 

suppose it were proposed to achieve this by emplacing "soft," fixed, slow* 

reaction IBEM's In Europe. Like any increase in our inventory of offensive 

weapons, this move would tend to decrease v—. But only a little; fixed 

IBEM's are subject to no-warning attack by large numbers of accurate, 

high-yield Soviet medium-range missiles and bonfeers, and their existence 

would have a small or negligible effect on the expected outcons of a «ell* 

planned Soviet Strike. Even BO,  if other effects vere ignored, as they 

often are, the move could seem desirable on the basis of this one 

criterion. 

However, if we ask the impact of this move upon the other factors in 
■ 

our schema, conflicts with other criteria are likely to emerge. The most 

marked effects of the innovation would probably be: (a) a sharp decrease 

I 
a 

An interdependence betvean £ and £ emerges here; it has been ably 
explored under t..o beading,  "The Reciprocal Fear of Surprise Attack,*1 by 

• Thomas Schelling, in The Stratemr of Conflict (Harvard, i960), pp. 207- 
1229.    I would suggest, without developing the point here, that this 

tt intereetien is moot significant when "5 end % the U.3. end Soviet critical 
f risks, ore both low. 

5 
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la ^^ the Soviet "«trlke second" outcomej (b) a sharp increase In ju , 

the U.S. "strike first" outcome. Neither of these effects, at first 

glance, night seem undesirable In themselves, to count as "coats." Yet 

the drop in v _ relative to v^ would imply e lower Soviet critical 

risk "CTJ It would take less assumoee than hefore of a U.S. Strike to 

make a Soviet Strike seem preferable. And meanwhile, the actual Soviet 

expectation £ might be increasod; for the rise in jr,. relative to u,- 

(which would change negligibly) vould mean lower U.S. critical risk fT, and 

for given £ a reduced interval U(Walt)-tJ(Strike), so that Soviet deterrence 

would appear less reliable than before.' Thus, the several criteria we 

have considered for the reliability of U.S. deterrence would indicate that 

this move might be associated with hipher p then before.   Furthermore, 

Soviet recognitions of this effect could lead, via Schelling's "reciprocal 

fear of surprise attack," to higher £ end a further upward pressure on £. 

These results are to be contrasted to those of the tneaeures mentioned 

earlier for reducing the vulnerability of the retaliatory force (raising q 

by reducing v^, relative to ITO)» moreover, a cenrplex of such measures may 

be designed to raise tt. - much more sharply than u^, thus providing "second 

strike insurance" against the failure of deterrence while at the same time 

raising p,  increasing the rellsbllity of Soviet deterrence and lowering 

yHeznan Kaim has emphasised that such an Improvement In u~. nay 

significantly Improve yu.,  by deterring the Soviets from such acts short 

of all-out Strike as mlglit "provdke" a U.S. first strike if the V.8. first 
strike outaeae were suffioleatly high. See Kuhn, op. cit., pp. 136-lfcfc 
and passJia. The objeotious, which Z share, to such a policy of "Type ZZ 
Deterrence" are too lengthy to discuss hare. At any rate, not« that this 
auh-gool, if accepted, would in this ease conflict with the various erltaxla 
Of the deterrence of a Soviet Strike (Kahn'a "Type I Deterrence"). 

Thia oafffBaaoxA  follows Wohlstetter, op. elt.» pp« 222-230, particularly 
p. 22^. 
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Son et fears of attack. 

Other epeelfle anas control, civil defense and active defense 

measures aey be examined in terms of our schema; their Implications for 

the various criteria will depend upon their differential effects upon all 

of the factors discussed. The discovery, in a particular ease, that the 

iBtpllcations in terms of several of the criteria (sub-goals) conflict is 

not a failure of the approach; on the contrary, it is a signal of the 

need for closer analysis in that case, for the weighing of criteria, or 
< 

for the invention of new alternatives which avoid or alleviate the 

conflict. 

It is clear that this simple framework cannot capture all the com- 

plexlties of strategic choices. It is in no sense a machine for providing 

answers; at most, it is a machine for asking useful questions, and for 

preliminary testing of alleged answers. As such. It csn be helpful; 

simple as it is, it is far more flexible and complex than single-variable 

models Implicit in much "literary" discussion. Unfortunately, there has 

been an historical tendency on the part of policy-makers to reject the 

aid of abstract frameworks of the present sort on the grounds that they 

are "too simplistic," and then to make practical decision« on the basis 

I of nuch cruder. Implicit modal•• 

! 


